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Size : S  

For each bigger or smaller size, increase or decrease 2 cm/0,7" in width and  1 cm/0,39" in length (or you can 

measure one of your bikinis). 

Supplies 

 1 ball (1 oz 3/4 = 186 yds) Katia Cotton Stretch colour nr.  19 (green) 

 1 ball  (1 oz 3/4 = 186 yds) Katia Cotton Stretch colour nr. 3 (white) 

 hook 3,5 mm (E) 

 

Abbreviations (English US) 

 DC - Double crochet 

 HDC -  Half Double Crochet 

 SC - Single Crochet 

 Sl St - Slip Stitch 

 St - Stitch 

 Ch - Chain 

 

Gauge DC: 4" across = 23 st  /  4" down = 12 rows 

Gauge HDC:  4" across = 21 st  /  4" down = 16 rows 
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Instructions 

Bottoms: 

width: front 9,25" - back 12,2 " 

length: front 8" -  back 9" 

Front (we start from the wide side) 

The first and last 4 rows of the bottoms are crocheted in white, the rest in green. 

Row 1: Ch 51, HDC in 3rd ch from hook, HDC in each st across (you have 49 st), ch 2, turn. 

From Row 2 decrease 1 HDC in each side on every other row a total of 4 times, then on every row a total of 10 times 

(piece measures approx. 15 cm / 6'').  

 Continue to work HDC rows with 1 HDC in every st.  

When piece measures 20cm /8'', beg back piece and now measure piece from here.  

Back 

Now increase 1 HDC in each side on every row a total of 9 times, then 1 HDC in each side on every other row a total 

of 13 times (back piece will measure 23 cm/9").  

Now reverse crochet (crochet backwards from left to right) or alternatively SC to finish edges of bottoms. 

Ties 

 With white yarn Ch 70, work Sl St across. Work 3 other ties in the same way. Sew the ties on both sides of front and 

back piece.  

Cups:  

Worked in 2 parts. 

Row 1: With green yarn Ch 33, DC in 4th ch from hook (you have 30 st), ch 3, turn. 

Row 2-4: DC in each st across. 

From row 5: decrease in each side 1 DC on every other row a total of 2 times, then 1 DC on every row a total of 11 

times. Now SC to finish edges of cup. 

Work another cup in the same way. 

Ties 

 With white yarn Ch 150, work Sl St across. Work another tie in the same way. Sew the ties on the top of both bikini 

cups. These ties will be fastened around the neck.  

Again with white yarn Ch 250, work Sl St across. Thread the tie up and down through the eyelet of the holes on the 

two bikini cups. This tie will be fastened around the chest. 
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Decorations 

If you like you can crochet some decorations for your bikini. I chose two white seastars which I worked according to 

this pattern. I worked the seastar for the bottoms with hook 3,5 (E), while the one for the cup with hook 2,5. 

 

Now you are ready for the beach, have a nice summer!  
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